Bunker 39
A short story by LENNOX A. and Logan S.
Mankind has been forced to live in 100 underground bunkers
around the world due to bombings. Harry bunks is who we focus on
Today this story is about BUNKER 39 the date was 3-18-39 I was
The new mechanic in the bunker I made it in around 3:50 my FIRST
Job was to upgrade the bunker door when I made it to the main door
room i saw a man who was in the way of the door when it shut his limbs
Ripped out but the door could not have been on by itself someone did
this on purpose…
I alerted the members of the bunker to meet in the room all but 3
people came 1 was the man who died 2 the lady who splits the food
And 3 the man who runs the main power
I thought of two ways one of them would do it the lady could have done
it to have more food to herself the other to have less rooms to give
power too. I also saw that the radio guy mark had left the room I left
the room to follow him it seemed that he has been keeping food and
water.this was not good.
Lucy (the women who splits food) may have thought davis the man who
Died did this . this was most likely what happened then I saw the
power level it had rose which meant jack ( the power guy ) must have
turned davises
Power off. Maybe he did it there two things that could have happened
Then I saw that sam baxtion ( the owner of bunker 39 ) I left to see
him. where he was counting his money . looking guilty …
I asked him about davis it turns out he did not pay rent and he was
mad. I asked if it was the first time he said no and then said it was

also the last time . when i went back to the main room I decided that I
would fix the cameras in the room i saw i man in a green suit that
meant bunker employ which meant any of them could have done it
Then I saw the number on the back 39 and only one suit had 39 on it
the owner that explained it all he must have done it for the rent money
he needs to give him . I called him in i explained my thoughts and … I
was right . he wanted to kill me but he did not his punishment was to
live in the ruins of the world FOREVER. Then I became the owner of
BUNKER 39 that is the story of bunker 39

